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Abstract. This paper offers a survey of the emerging field of private peer-to-peer
networks, which can be defined as internet overlays in which the resources and
infrastructure are provided by the users, and new users may only join by personal
invitation. The last few years have seen rapid developments in this field, many of
which have not previously been described in the research literature. We describe
deployed systems, classify them architecturally, and identify some technical and
social tradeoffs in the design of private peer-to-peer networks.

1 Introduction
Most peer-to-peer networks are designed to be open to the public: anyone can join a
BitTorrent swarm or share files in Gnutella, simply by obtaining the addresses of other
participants [1, 2]. Even systems designed to protect the privacy of their users often have
open membership policies [3–5]. This openness enables wide participation, ensuring
that a large amount of content is available in file sharing networks, for example, but it
also allows attackers to monitor, join, and disrupt peer-to-peer networks [6, 7].
In recent years, pervasive surveillance and censorship of the internet and highly
publicised lawsuits against users of file sharing networks have led to increasing interest
in private, authenticated sharing between groups of friends [8–11]. In a parallel development, creators of collaborative software have sought to combine the flexibility and
autonomy of peer-to-peer networks with the confidentiality and authentication provided
by traditional groupware [12].
The emergence of private peer-to-peer networks has so far received relatively little
attention from the research community – to the best of our knowledge, this paper offers
the first survey of developments in this area since the seminal article by Biddle et al.
more than four years ago [11]. Consequently, many of the references in our survey are
to websites rather than to peer-reviewed papers.
The next section defines the scope of this paper and describes some of the technical challenges faced by private peer-to-peer networks. Section 3 provides a survey of
deployed systems, and in section 4 we classify the systems architecturally and discuss
design tradeoffs. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Background
2.1 Definitions
We define a private peer-to-peer network as an internet overlay in which the resources
and infrastructure are provided by the users, and new users may only join the network
by personal invitation. This definition excludes systems that rely on public servers, such
as many online social networks and media sharing websites, but it does not necessarily
imply decentralisation – some private peer-to-peer networks use central servers, but
access to those servers is restricted to invited users, and the servers are owned and
operated by users of the network.
Some private peer-to-peer networks allow direct connections between any pair of
users, while others only allow direct connections between users who know one another.
We will refer to the former as group-based networks and the latter as friend-to-friend
networks [13, 14].
2.2 Technical challenges
Firewalls and network address translators create significant problems for peer-to-peer
networks, whether public or private. As the number of internet-connected devices increases, a growing proportion of internet users are behind ‘middleboxes’ of one kind
or another. Unfortunately, techniques for establishing connections across middleboxes
often require communication with a third party, which can have implications for privacy
and autonomy [15–17].
Confidentiality and authentication are two areas where private peer-to-peer networks have an advantage over public networks. Because the users know one another,
it is feasible for them to exchange cryptographic keys out-of-band; private peer-to-peer
networks could even be bootstrapped using existing keys and trust relationships, such
as those embodied in the PGP web of trust [18].
Any system in which the infrastructure is provided collectively by the users faces
the problem of encouraging users to contribute resources as well as consuming them
[19]. This ’free riding’ problem has been the focus of a great deal of research in public
peer-to-peer networks [20–23]. It may be safe to assume that small networks of trusted
users will not suffer from free riding to the same extent as public networks, but resource
contribution could be an issue for some of the larger private networks, especially those
that support indirect anonymous communication.

3 Survey of deployed systems
3.1 Group-based networks
Groove [24, 25] is a groupware application for creating ‘shared spaces’ that can span
organisational boundaries. Each member of the group maintains a copy of the shared
space’s state, and encrypted updates are transmitted to other members when the state
changes. It is not necessary to maintain connections between every pair of members, and
indeed firewalls may make this impossible; members who are unable to communicate

directly can exchange messages through dedicated relays. Changes to the shared space
can be made while members are offline, and synchronised when they reconnect.
Two kinds of shared space can be created. In a mutually trusting space, all changes
to the state are authenticated using a single key. This makes it possible for members to
spoof updates from other members. In a mutually suspicious space an authentication
key is generated for each pair of members, preventing spoofing but increasing the size
of update messages.
Members can only join groups by invitation. The inviter is responsible for communicating the new member’s encryption and authentication keys to the group – a manin-the-middle attack is possible at this point, so messages from new members can be
spoofed even in mutually suspicious spaces. Any member can evict any other member from a group, which is done by creating a new group key and transmitting it to all
members except the evicted member.
Shinkuro [26] and PowerFolder [27] allow decentralised group-based file sharing
on local area networks; wide area connections require at least one member of the group
to act as a relay. Each group is associated with a shared directory, and changes are
synchronised automatically. Direct Connect [28, 29] requires one user to run a server
even on local area networks. The server is used for address discovery, keyword searches
and chat.
Octopod [30] avoids the need for central servers by using a public distributed hash
table for address discovery [31]. Each group is associated with a shared directory, and
the group owner can grant read-only or read-write access to other users by sending them
the appropriate keys.
WASTE [32, 33] is a group-based network created by Justin Frankel, the author of
Gnutella. Like Gnutella it supports flooded queries and reverse path forwarded replies;
these are used to implement keyword searches, file sharing and chat. Nodes can relay
one another’s messages if all-to-all connectivity is not possible. Links are encrypted
and optionally padded to a constant traffic level, but there is no end-to-end encryption
or authentication, so users can eavesdrop on one another and spoof messages. There are
no group keys, so users can only be evicted by removing their keys from every node.
3.2 Friend-to-friend networks
Turtle [34, 35] is a friend-to-friend file sharing network designed for censorship resistance. Searches are flooded through the network, search results are forwarded back
along the reverse path, and virtual circuits can be established for anonymous file transfer. The virtual circuit architecture is also capable of supporting other applications,
including real-time communication.
Turtle uses a novel key agreement protocol in which friends exchange personal
questions, the answers to which are assumed to be known to both users but not to
eavesdroppers. This avoids the need for out-of-band key exchange, but the strength
of the resulting keys will depend on the extent of the eavesdropper’s knowledge about
the users.
Version 0.7 of Freenet is also a friend-to-friend network, which prevents attackers
from harvesting the addresses of Freenet nodes [36, 37]. This requires a new routing

algorithm, since the previous algorithm depended on nodes learning addresses from
successful queries [3].
The new algorithm implements a distributed hash table with a circular key space.
Whereas conventional distributed hash tables create connections between nodes to produce the required topology, Freenet uses a stochastic algorithm to assign suitable locations to nodes using only the existing connections between friends [38]. All files are
stored in the distributed hash table, allowing publishers and readers to remain anonymous.
Freenet stores two kinds of data: content hash keys (CHKs), which are blocks of
data identified by their hashes, and signed subspace keys (SSKs), which are blocks of
data signed with a private key and identified by the hash of the corresponding public key.
SSKs can be updated by anyone who knows the private key and retrieved by anyone who
knows the public key, which makes it possible to implement a wide range of services
over Freenet, including web browsing, message boards and email. An SSK keypair can
be derived from a keyword, in which case anyone who knows the keyword can retrieve
and update the SSK.
Like Freenet, GNUnet [39] can be configured to connect only to trusted nodes.
GNUnet provides content-based and updatable keys and supports keyword searches
[40]. Queries are routed using randomised flooding, which might seem to reveal less
information about users than Freenet’s social network-based routing. However, Kugler
[41] describes a statistical attack that makes it possible, given a long series of related
requests, to determine whether the requests are likely to have originated at a neighbouring node or to have been forwarded on behalf of another node. Similar attacks might
be possible against Freenet even though its routing algorithm is deterministic, because
related requests are routed independently.
SockeToome [42] enables friend-to-friend file transfers between users with dynamic
IP addresses, but it is arguably not a peer-to-peer network since no overlay is constructed. In anoNet [43], encrypted VPN tunnels between friends are connected to form
a multi-hop overlay. The overlay uses standard internet protocols such as BGP, and even
has an internal DNS hierarchy. A reserved network prefix is used to avoid accidentally
routing packets between the overlay and the public internet.
Easter [44] uses email as a substrate for friend-to-friend file sharing. This makes
it possible to circumvent many firewalls, but the protocol requires frequent polling of
email accounts, which might attract the attention of system administrators.
CSpace [45] is a general-purpose friend-to-friend connection service based on a
distributed hash table [46]. The connections established by CSpace can be used for any
application: file sharing, screen sharing and chat have been implemented so far.
Retroshare [47] is an instant messaging and file sharing network that uses a distributed hash table for address discovery. Users can communicate indirectly through
mutual friends and request direct connections. Galet [48], Alliance [49], and Cryptic6
[50] allow friends of friends to communicate in a similar way, but they do not use distributed hash tables or relay servers for address discovery, so addresses and encryption
keys must be exchanged out-of-band or through mutually trusted friends.

3.3 Other networks
Sneakernet [51] uses small data-carrying devices such as mobile phones and memory
sticks to pass information between friends. A gossip-based protocol allows encrypted
messages to travel over multiple hops between a trusted server and anonymous users.
Because it relies on a trusted public server, we do not consider Sneakernet to be a private
network in the sense defined in section 2.
Many other systems use websites or other public servers to coordinate peer-to-peer
communication between friends or in private groups. Recently some client-server instant messaging networks have also begun to support peer-to-peer voice and video connections. We consider such systems to be outside the scope of this survey because of
their reliance on public servers.

4 Architecture
The private peer-to-peer networks described in the previous section can be classified
architecturally along three axes: scale, visibility, and centralisation.
1. Scale – does the system consist of isolated local networks or a single global network?
The issue of scale raises difficult technical and social tradeoffs. Large private networks are likely to face many of the same connectivity challenges as public peer-to-peer
networks, including heterogeneity, churn, and diurnal activity cycles [52, 53]. Because
of their size, they are also more likely to attract the attention of eavesdroppers and attackers. Users may feel less of an obligation to contribute to strangers than friends, so
free riding may also be an issue for large networks. On the other hand, the wider range
of people and resources can make large networks more attractive to potential users [54].
Deployed systems deal with these tradeoffs in a variety of ways. At one end of the
axis is WASTE, which is designed for small groups of mutually trusting users; users can
belong to more than one network, but traffic does not pass between networks. The group
size is limited in practice by the protocol’s use of flooding and the difficulty of evicting
misbehaving users, which encourages users to be cautious about giving invitations.
At the other end of the axis is Freenet 0.7, which is designed to be a ”globally
scalable darknet” [55]. Freenet’s routing algorithm is based on the assumption that all
users belong to a single small-world social network [38], and it may not be possible
to merge mature networks without seriously disrupting routing. The ability to merge
networks could be important for growth, because it may be easier for a potential user to
find friends who are interested in setting up a local network than to contact and befriend
a member of an existing network.
GNUnet and Turtle take an intermediate approach: messages can be forwarded
anonymously across the friend-to-friend overlay, so local networks created by small
groups of users can be merged by establishing friend-to-friend connections between
them. However, GNUnet and Turtle both discover routes by flooding, which does not
perform well in large networks; thus even in a merged network, communication may
effectively be confined to local regions of the overlay. Indirect communication in Galet,

Alliance and Cryptic6 is explicitly local: friends of friends can communicate pseudonymously rather than anonymously, which may allow users to build up trust in new friends
before connecting to them directly.
One important insight of Biddle et al. is that even when networks are technologically isolated they are socially connected, because users often belong to more than one
network. Thus it is possible to speak of ”the darknet” in terms of a patchwork of local
”darknets”, even if there is no single network with global scale.
2. Visibility – can users connect to everyone in the network, or only to their friends?
Who else can see that they are participating?
The issue of visibility separates group-based networks from friend-to-friend networks. This distinction becomes more important as networks grow, because any user
may invite a friend who does not know all the other users. In a group-based network,
the newly invited user will be able to connect to any existing user; thus in terms of privacy, group-based networks become more public as they grow, whereas friend-to-friend
networks can (at least in theory) remain private at any scale. Indirect communication
through mutual friends, as implemented by Galet, Alliance and Retroshare, represents
an intermediate position between group-based and strictly friend-to-friend visibility.
Group-based networks could be vulnerable to Sybil attacks [56], where an attacker
uses multiple identities simultaneously, and whitewashing [57], where an attacker changes
identities to escape the consequences of past behaviour. For example, it is easy to imagine an attacker automatically ‘inviting’ new identities into a group more quickly than the
other users can manually evict them. Friend-to-friend connections are not a panacea for
identity-related attacks, but it might be possible to use the structure of social networks
to limit the impact of Sybil attacks [58–60].
Regardless of whether the network is group-based or friend-to-friend, users may
need to make additional connections to discover the addresses of other users. For example, some networks use public distributed hash tables for address discovery, while
others use external servers for NAT and firewall traversal [16]. If participants in a public
network can identify the users of a private network, and perhaps even observe which
users connect to which others, then many of the benefits of using a private network will
have been lost.
It may be easier for group-based networks to avoid relying on external services
for address discovery, because only one member of the group needs to have a stable
address; the addresses of other members can be learned from that member. In a friendto-friend network, every user must have one friend with a stable address. Indirect communication through mutual friends could help to alleviate this problem.
3. Centralisation – does the network rely on a central server?
The conventional wisdom is that centralised peer-to-peer networks are fragile, and
indeed a number of networks have been successfully shut down by attacking their central servers [10]. However, the risks may be different in private networks, where servers
can be more or less hidden from untrusted parties. Centralisation can make it easier to
manage identities, exchange cryptographic keys and learn the current addresses of other
users, provided all users trust the central server.

Name
Direct Connect
Groove
PowerFolder
Shinkuro
WASTE
Easter
Alliance
Cryptic6
Galet
GNUnet
Turtle
anoNet
Freenet 0.7
CSpace
Retroshare
Octopod

Scale
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Flexible
Flexible
Flexible
Flexible
Flexible
Global
Global
Global
Global
Global

Visibility
Centralisation
Group
Central server
Group
Dedicated relays
Group
Members may act as relays
Group
Members may act as relays
Group
Members may act as relays
Friends
Email servers
Friends of friends
Decentralised
Friends of friends
Decentralised
Friends of friends
Decentralised
Friends
Decentralised
Friends
Decentralised
Friends
Decentralised
Friends
Decentralised
Friends, DHT
Decentralised (DHT)
Friends of friends, DHT Decentralised (DHT)
Group, DHT
Decentralised (DHT)

Table 1. The architecture of deployed private peer-to-peer networks

Direct Connect requires a central server or ‘hub’ for every group. Many other groupbased networks can operate without servers if all users are on the same local area network, but require at least one member to act as a relay for wide area communication.
Groove uses dedicated relays that can see who is communicating but cannot decrypt
the messages they forward. Easter relies on email servers, which are decentralised but
dependent on the centralised domain name system. Most other friend-to-friend systems
rely on manual port forwarding or hole punching to traverse NATs and firewalls [15–
17]. Friend-to-friend connections can be lost if both friends change their addresses at
the same time, and it may be necessary to exchange updated addresses through an alternative channel such as email.
Octopod, Retroshare and CSpace use distributed hash tables for address discovery,
which may allow untrusted parties to observe which users connect to which others.
Freenet avoids this problem because its DHT implementation only uses existing friendto-friend connections; users can publish their encrypted contact details under updatable
keys for their friends to retrieve anonymously.

5 Conclusions
This paper has provided a brief survey of the emerging field of private peer-to-peer
networks, which attempt to combine the flexibility and autonomy of peer-to-peer architectures with the confidentiality and authentication of traditional groupware. Deployed
systems can be classified along three architectural axes: scale (local, flexible or global);
visibility (group-based or friend-to-friend); and centralisation. Each of these axes involves tradeoffs affecting the robustness, scalability, privacy and ease of use that the
resulting systems can provide.

Private peer-to-peer networks are already being used in fields as diverse as business
collaboration, secure file sharing, social networking, grassroots political activity, and
censorship-resistant communication. Considering the varied and sometimes conflicting
requirements raised by these applications, we do not expect that any single network
will be able to meet the needs of all users; instead we will continue to see a range of
architectures that are adapted to particular uses.
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